
PROFESSIONAL HEADSET

Specially designed to be compatible with most of the UC 

platforms, including Skype for business, Zoom, Microsoft 

Teams, GoToMeeting, Google Meet and others, this premium 

Professional Headset is the convenient medium to experience 

clutter-free virtual communication any time.  Along with other 

features such as echo cancellation, noise reduction, smooth 

one button to mute, and control volume, this headset offers an 

ultimate all-day comfort with seamless connection that users 

are mostly looking for. Designed to offer maximum fl exibility, 

this headset is ideal to make your virtual communication 

favorable regardless of the platform.
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Features 
l Noise Reduction 

l Echo Cancellation

l Lightweight

l All Day Wearing Comfort

l Compatible with Leading UC Platforms

l Ideal for PC Game, Music and Internet Phone (VoIP)

l Buttons for Mute, Control Volume and Receive / Hang Up Call



PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

H x W x D 19 x 15 x 4 cm 

Weight 115 g

TECHNICAL SPECS 

Connections USB-A compatible (1.1, 2.0, 3.0) 

Impedance (Microphone) 2.2K ohms  

Impedance (Receiver) 150Ω±20% 

Sensitivity (Microphone) -38±3 dB V/Pa 

Sensitivity (Receiver) 105±3 dB

Frequency (Headset) 150-3400 Hz

Cable length 2370 mm

System Requirements  n Windows or MacOS n Chromes OS n USB port

Package contents USB headset, User documentation

Warranty Information 1-year limited hardware warranty

Part Number LG-306B

Specification:

Applications:
Logic LG-306B is a corded headset ideally designed for two-

way communication and this lightweight headset allows 

the user to listen and speak uninterruptedly  via a single 

connection. Importantly, it can be used for different purposes, 

even for tour guide, music, any virtual communication with 

unparalleled comfort and flexibility together. This smartly 

designed headset includes a couple of favorable features, 

including flexible headband to get adjusted to the head 

shape of different users and this feature makes using this 

headset cogent and convenient. Besides, it has a lengthy 

cord that allows users to take calls as per their comfortability. 

Users can walk or sit in a recliner and take a long call without 

facing any hassle. Its 330° rotatable swing boom allows users 

to keep the microphone at a distance that they exactly want 

to keep. In addition, its movable speaker joint allows 180° 

flexibility to keep the ear cushion as per the users’ need. It 

includes an array of smooth buttons to choose mute option, 

control volume, and hook to answer/end calls. This headset 

comes with a clip that is used on the cloth (lapel or collar) to 

keep the cord in place. It resists your earphone wires from 

being intertwined and easy to attach on the jackets, shirts, 

and any apparel.
Controller
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